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Important note
1. Convention
Note: Note that the project contains particularly important information,

please read it carefully. If you do not follow the instructions, the
equipment may be damaged or unable to work properly.

Warning: Warning messages indicate important steps or methods. If the
operation requirement is not properly executed, it may lead to
serious personal injury.

2. Security
The following basic safety measures must be observed at all stages of operation,

maintenance and repair of the equipment. Failure to comply with the safety
measures or the warnings specified in this specification may affect the protection
provided by the equipment and may damage the normal operation of the equipment
and its intended range of use.

AntiTeck Life Sciences Limited will not assume any responsibility for the
consequences caused by the user's failure to comply with the following requirements.

a. Equipment grounding
In order to avoid electric shock, the input power cord of the equipment must be

reliably grounded. The device uses a three-core earthing plug with a third (grounding)
pin, which can only be used with a grounding power socket. If the plug cannot be
inserted into the socket, please ask the electrician to install the socket correctly. Do
not make the grounding plug lose its safety function.

b. Stay away from live circuit
The operator are not allowed to open the equipment, replace the components

or carry out internal adjustment without authorization, which must be completed by
certified professional maintenance personnel. Live replacement of components is
strictly prohibited. All plugs, especially pump plugs, should not be plugged and
unplugged in the state of live.

c. Pay attention to power supply
Before connecting the AC power supply, make sure that the power supply

voltage is consistent with the voltage required by the equipment (±10% deviation
allowed). And ensure that the rated load of the power socket is not less than the
equipment requirements.

d. Pay attention to the power cord
The equipment should normally be supplied with a random power cord. If the

power cord is damaged, it must be replaced instead of repaired. Replace with a
power cord of the same type and specification. When the equipment is used, the
power cord is strictly forbidden to be extruded by external force. Do not put the
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power cord in the place where people move about.

e. Plug and unplug the power cord
When the power cord is unplugged, the plug must be held in hand. When the

plug is inserted, it should be ensured that the plug is completely inserted into the
socket. When pulling out the plug, it is strictly forbidden to pull the power cord.

f. Pay attention to equipment placement
 The equipment should be placed in a place with low humidity, less dust and

away from the water source (such as near the pool, water pipe, etc.). The
room should be well ventilated without corrosive gas or strong magnetic
interference. Do not place the equipment in a place with more moisture or
dust.

 The opening of the equipment is designed for ventilation. In order to avoid
overheating, it is strictly forbidden to block or cover the ventilation hole.
When a single device is used, the distance between the ventilation hole
around the device and the nearest object should be no less than 30cm. When
multiple devices are used at the same time, the distance between each device
should not be less than 30cm.

 Excessive temperature will affect the performance of the equipment or cause
failure. Do not use the equipment in direct sunlight and strong light source,
and stay away from heating, stove and other heat sources.

 When the equipment stops working, the power should be turned off. When
the equipment is not used for a long time, the power socket should be
unplugged and the equipment should be covered with soft cloth or plastic
paper to prevent dust from entering.

Note: In the following cases, the power plug of the equipment should be
removed from the power socket immediately, and contact the
supplier or ask a qualified maintenance personnel for treatment:
 There is liquid sprinkling into the equipment;
 The equipment is rained or watered;
 The equipment does not work properly, especially if there is any

abnormal sound or smell;
 Falling equipment or damaged housing;
 Equipment function has obvious change.

3. After-sales service
a. The content of the warranty
 AntiTeck Life Sciences Limited will replace the equipment due to defects in

materials and manufacturing within one month from the date of delivery.
 The equipment shall provide warranty for faults caused by defects in

materials and manufacturing within 12 months from the date of delivery.
During the warranty period, AntiTeck Life Sciences Limited will selectively
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repair or replace the equipment that is proved to be defective.
 Warranty products must be sent by the user to the designated maintenance

department of AntiTeck Life Sciences Limited The freight of sending the
equipment from the user to the maintenance department shall be paid by the
user. AntiTeck Life Sciences Limited will bear the freight of returning the
equipment to the user (this article is only applicable to domestic users).

 For the repair outside the warranty period, AntiTeck Life Sciences Limited will
be appropriate to charge maintenance costs.

b. Scope of warranty
The above warranty does not cover the damage caused by the user's improper

use and maintenance, or under non-conforming conditions, unauthorized repair or
modification.

AntiTeck Life Sciences Limited does not provide any other form of warranty,
especially for some special circumstances of commercial promotion without any
responsibility.

Note: 1. After unpacking the equipment, the items in the packing box
shall be checked and accepted immediately according to the
packing list. If any item is found to be damaged or missing,
please contact the supplier immediately.

2. After unpacking the equipment, please properly keep the
packing case and packing materials for maintenance.
AntiTeck Life Sciences Limited does not bear any responsibility
for the equipment damage caused by improper packing on the
way to the maintenance department.
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Chapter 1 Summarizes

1.1 Working principle and application

LFD00062 dispenser instrument adopts high-precision stepping pump to carry
out liquid transportation, which can realize the control of non-pulse liquid flow and
ensure the formation of uniform and single solution lines on the membrane. The
polyester hollow fiber tube used for dispensing has good strength and flexibility.
When dispensing, it can not only ensure the quality of the line, but also ensure that
the membrane surface structure is not damaged. Gold spraying needs to be driven by
the origin of external high pressure.

The dispensing and spraying mode of the instrument is directly driven by the
motor to move up and down. Up to four dispensing heads are provided on the
dispensing and spraying mode. The height of the dispensing head can be fine-tuned,
or it can be fine-tuned horizontally as a whole. The transverse position of each
dispensing head can also be adjusted separately, and the height distance between
each dispensing head and the membrane can also be fine-tuned to ensure that each
dispensing head is at the same height and lines of the same quality can be drawn.

The instrument in the X axis (left and right) direction, Y axis (front and back)
direction, Z axis (up and down) direction can be set by the number of reciprocating
stepper motor drive. The instrument can not only carry out solution marking to meet
the requirements of the package of antibody solution of NC membrane in gold
labeled strip, but also carry out solution spraying to meet the requirements of the
package of gold spraying solution. The instrument is composed of high precision
stepper pump, dispensing and spraying mode, reciprocating platform and control
operating system. An instrument is standard equipped with three pumps (two of
dispensing, one of gold spraying), can be equipped with as many as five pumps.

The overall size of the equipment: 568mm×379mm×348mm. The structure
diagram of the equipment is as follows:
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Picture 1 The whole machine diagram

1.2 Characteristics

 Humanized design of the operation buttons to avoid the wrong operation and
humanized angle of the display and control panel design, so that the operation is
more concise and convenient.

 The parameter setting in the display screen is simple and easy to operate.
 The maintenance operation is more intelligent, which can realize the intelligent

cleaning function.
 The machine adopts high precision stepper pump, dispensing and gold spraying

is stable, reliable and accurate.
 Dispensing and spraying gold all in one, it can be freely switched.
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 Height position is adjustable and customers can be set according to actual needs.
 Device is made of special materials, not easy aging, high hardness, high friction

force which has good effect.
 The machine’s running speed is adjustable, customers can adjust the cutting

speed according to actual needs.
Motor drive, through the operation interface input value to position.

1.3 Performance parameters

Product model LFD00062
The input power ~ 220V±22V 50Hz ~ 60Hz 2A

Power 200W
Overall dimensions 568 mm * 379 mm * 348 mm

Heavy volume About 26.5 kg
Width of dispensing platform 112mm

Length of dispensing 0 ~ 350 mm
Running speed of dispensing

platform
50 ~ 150 mm/s

Maximum storage program 10

Concentration of dispensing 0.10 ~ 2.00 ul/cm
Minimum line spacing of dispensing 3mm

Maximum number of cycles 25 times
Minimum cycle spacing 2.00 mm

Number of standard pump 2
Maximum number of pumps 5

Syringe capacity(standard
configuration), customizable

500ul
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Chapter 2 Installation

2.1 Installation conditions of the equipment

2.1.1 Transportation and storage conditions

Ambient temperature: -20℃ ~ 55℃

Relative humidity: ≤80%

2.1.2 Workplace and environmental requirements

The equipment should be used indoors, and the table on which the equipment is
placed should be horizontal and stable.

The equipment should be installed in a place with low humidity, less dust and
away from water sources (such as near the pool, water pipe, etc.). The room
should be well ventilated without corrosive gas or strong magnetic field
interference. Do not place the equipment in damp or dusty places.

The opening of the equipment is designed for ventilation. In order to avoid
overheating, it is strictly prohibited to block or cover the ventilation opening.
When a single device is used, the distance between the ventilation hole
around the device and the nearest object should not be less than 30cm. When
multiple devices are used at the same time, the distance between each device
should not be less than 30cm.

Excessive temperature will affect the performance of the equipment or cause
failure. Do not use the equipment in direct sunlight and strong light source,
and stay away from heating, furnace and other heat sources.

Ambient temperature: 10℃ ~ 30℃, relative humidity: ≤60%

2.1.3 Power supply requirements

Voltage: ~ 220V±22V 2A
Frequency: 50Hz ~ 60Hz
Others: The power socket shall be 3 holes, and the grounding wire shall be reliable

2.2 Installation of equipment

The equipment should be placed in accordance with the requirements of the
work site and the environment. After the equipment is put in place, it is required to
ensure that its level is stable.

Pump line connection: connect the pump line with the pump. Note that all
pump lines are connected in series, so if the front pump lines are not properly
plugged in, the back pump will not be displayed after starting. Please connect the Z
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axis motor to the 4PIN and 5PIN aviation sockets on the back panel, and connect
them one by one.

When connecting the power supply, use the power cord attached to the
equipment. And ensure that the power switch of the equipment is disconnected;
After the connection, check whether the connection between the power cord and
the equipment socket is stable. If it is loose, it should be replaced immediately.
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Chapter 3 Boot debugging and running

The main contents of this chapter include the structure of the equipment, the
commissioning operation and the switching operation before normal operation, as
well as the operation instructions of each function button and control panel of the
equipment. Before you are familiar with the operation of the control panel and each
control button, do not operate any button and button of the equipment casually, so
as to avoid unnecessary losses.

3.1 Equipment Structure Composition

The equipment is mainly composed of parts and components.

1-Touch control screen 2-Dispensing and spraying platform 3-Dispensing pen

4-Lifting translation module

5-Syringe pump and directional change valve 6-Syringe

7-Test tube stand 8-Spraying pen
Picture 2 Equipment structure diagram

The operation and specific meaning of each control and adjustable part of the
equipment are as follows:

Power Switch Receptacle - This power socket has a 220V power cord connector,
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boat type switch and fuse. Before starting the machine, insert the power cord into
the power cord interface of the device, and press the boat switch to the position of
"-" to open the device. When shutdown, the boat switch to the "0" position, close
the equipment, and unplug the power line, to ensure the safety of electricity.

3.2 Startup initialization

Connect the power supply on the right side behind the chassis, check whether there
is foreign body shielding around the moving parts of the equipment and moving
parts, clean it up in time, turn on the switch, power on the machine and start the
equipment. After the device is turned on, the display screen will be turned on
automatically.

3.3 Introduction to touch screen

3.3.1 The main menu

After the initialization, the main menu screen will be displayed, with operation
buttons of "Dispense", "Spray", "Manual", "Program", "Tools" and "About"
respectively.

3.3.2 Dispense，gold spray

Click the button to convert the two working modes and jump into the corresponding
program screen. Click the color button behind each pump on the corresponding
interface to quickly enter the interface of pump pipe settings. See 3.3.3.9 Pump pipe
settings.
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3.3.2.1 Start and stop
Used to start and stop dispensing or spraying work. Before starting, you can edit.
After starting, you can only choose to stop. Dispensing head returns to the origin.

3.3.2.2 Manual mode
Used to enter manual mode.

3.3.2.3 Cycler settings
When the whole glass fiber is continuously sprayed with gold, the translation module
will automatically translate the distance between cycles along the Y axis and perform
the last gold spraying after the completion of the first gold spraying work until the
interval time set by the operator.
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The spacing of cycler is the distance between two cyclers in the direction of Y axis.
The number of time of cycle is the total amount of gold injection in one cycle
operation;

The position of the thread head is the starting position of the X axis of each cycle.
Interval time is used to set the time to wait for the operator to change the material.

3.3.2.4 Limited number of times
When mass production, the "continuous" function can be turned on by selecting
continuous dispensing/continuous gold spraying to set the number of cycles. At the
end of each cycle, the dispensing module will return to the initial position along the Y
axis for the next cycle. When the number of dispensing cycles is completed, the
equipment will stop working and return to the initial position. Note: When the
number is set to 0, the default is unrestricted loop, which needs to be stopped
manually by the operator.

3.3.2.5 Calibration settings
Used to calibrate the starting position of the X,Y, and Z axes.

3.3.2.6 Automatic charging
In mass production, select "automatic charging" to open, when the program detects
that the solution in the pump pipe is not enough to dispense or spray gold, the pump
will automatically charge the pump pipe with solution.

3.3.2.7 Simulation operation
In the dispensing or gold spraying working state, the pump will be closed, only the
head and platform movement. Used to confirm the position of dispensing or gold
spraying .

3.3.2.8 Effluent position
Indicate the operator that the starting point of liquid discharge corresponds to the X
axis position on the platform scale when dispensing or gold spraying .
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3.3.3 Manual

Click "Manual" or "Manual Mode" in the interface of dispensing/gold spraying to
enter the manual screen. As is shown in the figure,

3.3.3.1 Pump selection and status
The left to right button is for pumps that should be installed from left to right. Click
the button with a number at the place where the pump is selected to quickly switch
the switching state of the corresponding pump. The green button indicates that the
selected pump has been enabled, and the red button indicates that the pump has
been closed. The unenabled pump cannot be selected and is gray. The indicator light
below the pump is orange when it is in standby state and green when it is running.

3.3.3.2 Cleaning speed/charging speed
The conversion of cleaning speed and charging speed means that two different
operating speeds of the pump can be selected when cleaning.

3.3.3.3 Charging

Draw the solution from the intake line to the pump line. Take the sample test tube
connected to the left interface of the triangle valve as an example, set the amount of
liquid, press [Charging] button, and stop after adding the amount of liquid at the
corresponding set rate. This function is mainly used to suck the sample solution from
the sample tube into the pump pipe.

3.3.3.4 Discharging

The solution in the pump pipe is discharged from the discharge pipe. Take the sample
test tube connected to the left side of the triangle valve as an example, set the
discharged amount, press [Discharging] button, set the amount of solution
discharged from the pump pipe. This function is mainly used to discharge sample
solution from the pump line to the dispensing pencil/spraying head.

3.3.3.5 Suck-back
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Suck from the outlet pipe back to the pump pipe. Take the sample test tube
connected to the left side of the triangle valve as an example, set the amount of
suction, press [Suck-back] button, set the amount of solution to stop, this function is
mainly used for micro point dispensing or gold spraying.

3.3.3.6 Back-flow

Return the solution from the syringe to the solution tube. Take the sample test tube
connected to the left side of the triangle valve as an example, set the amount of
back-flow, press [Back-flow] button to set the amount of the solution recovered from
the pump pipe to the solution vessel. This function is mainly used to discharge the
sample solution from the pump pipe to the solution tube.

3.3.3.7 Cleaning
Select the pump to be cleaned. Modify the cleaning times. Press [Cleaning] button to
start cleaning and stop after repeated N times. This function is mainly used to quickly
clean the solution pipeline and charge the pipeline with liquid.

3.3.3.8 Back-flow
Before the combination of the process of suck-back and back-flow, the solution in the
pump pipe is returned from the liquid outlet pipe to the injection, and then returned
to the solution vessel through the liquid inlet pipe, press [back-flow] key, start
back-flow, repeat N times and then stop, mainly used for the recovery of all the
excess solution in the pump pipe after the completion of production.

3.3.3.9 Pump pipe settings
Click the "Pump pipe settings" button, as shown in the picture below

It can set the capacity of 1# pump, 2# pump, 3# pump, 4# pump and 5# pump, the
switch of the pump and the operation mode of the pump (gold spraying/dispensing).
If the pump pipe with different capacity is replaced, the capacity of the
corresponding pump number must be modified to make it consistent with the actual
capacity (for example, if the actual capacity of pump 1# is 1ML, the maximum
capacity behind pump 1# in the figure above is 1000ul).
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3.3.3.10 By-pass
It is used to connect the liquid inlet with the liquid outlet. Select the pump that
needs by-pass, press the "by-pass" button, and the liquid inlet of the steering valve is
connected with the liquid outlet. The compressed air can then be used to blow out
the water droplets stuck in the inner wall of the inlet and outlet pipes.

3.3.4 Program

Click the "Program" button to enter the program settings, as shown below:

3.3.4.1 Program listing
A total of 10 programs can be set to provide operators to save different parameters,
click the up and down arrow to turn the page. The left side is the program number,
and the right side is the program name. Click "Rename" to change the program name.
The program name can be up to 8 English characters or numbers. Click the dispensing
mode/gold spraying mode to enter the corresponding interface for editing, and the
program content can be saved after editing.

3.3.4.2 Position parameter settings
Operators can set the initial position of X, Y and Z according to the actual application
(the greater the value, the greater the displacement).

3.3.4.3 Length
It is the length of dispensing or gold spraying.

3.3.4.4 Speed
It is the operating speed of the platform when dispensing or gold spraying.

3.3.4.5 The quantity of liquid
Setting the amount of liquid produced when dispensing or gold spraying, whose unit
is ul/cm, will affect the width of the line drawn. Each pump can be set independently.
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3.3.5 Tools

Click the "Tools" button to enter the instrument settings, as shown in the picture
below:

3.3.5.1 Product information
Click to display the manufacturer, model, serial number, software version number
and authorization information.

3.3.5.2 System Settings
Tap to set instrument time, system language, and screen brightness.

3.3.5.3 Motion platform
Click the "Motion Platform" button to enter the setting of moving parts of the
instrument's three-axis platform, as shown in the figure below:

This interface contains the motor control motion and sensor monitoring position
related settings, it is recommended not to change the factory settings or to consult
the manufacturer when changing.

3.3.5.4 Pneumatic test
Click the "Pneumatic Test" button to enter the pneumatic component switch settings.
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"Pen valve" is the gold spraying pen air pressure switch, "Cylinder valve" is the
rotation cylinder installed on the Z axis switch. Click the block button to turn it green
for open, then ventilate test.

3.3.5.5 Pump pipe settings
Separate setup for each pump, same as previous 3.3.3.9.

3.3.5.6 Motion Settings
Click the "Motion Settings" button to enter the setting of the operating parts of the
instrument, as shown in the figure below:

3.3.5.6.1 Motor parameters
This interface is used to set the speed and acceleration of X,Y and Z axis movement. It
is recommended not to change the factory setting acceleration or consult the
manufacturer when changing.

3.3.5.6.2 Manual mode
This interface is used to set the starting position of X,Y and Z axis movement in
manual mode.

3.3.5.6.3 Dispensing mode
This interface is used to set the initial parameters of the new program in the
dispensing mode, including X,Y,Z, length, speed, and pump pipe output.
During the dispensing, if the C and T lines are found to be inconsistent before and
after the line, but the length of C and T lines is the same, the interval between the
pump outlet and the moving parts can be adjusted to fine-tune the starting state of
the dispensing.

Separately set the parameter of "forward movement of effluent" for each crossed
pump. Press the key of "forward movement of effluent" to realize that the forward
(left) value of line C and line T is positive/backward (right) value is negative.
Correspondingly, the left and right movement of lines C and T can be realized by
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adjusting the "Z-X" spacing delay parameter.

3.4 Shutdown

After the work is finished, press the ship power switch to the off position and
turn off the equipment. If the equipment is not used for a long time, please unplug
the power cord to ensure the safety of electricity use.

3.5 Example of dispensing operation

A 280mm long NC membrane with a width of 1ul/cm was taken as an example to
perform the suck-back operation.

3.5.1 Preparation of materials
Prepare two boards with a length of 280mm and two solution samples for drawing C
and T lines of 100ul each; Divide 100ML of ultra-pure water (or buffer) into two test
tubes and insert the liquid intake tubes into the test tubes respectively.

3.5.2 Setting of dispensing mode
Enter the "dispensing" interface (it is recommended to turn off the "automatic

charging" and "continuous dispensing" functions).

3.5.3 Program Settings
Set the positions of X, Y and Z axes, and set the length as 280mm; 1# pump and 3#
pump width set to 1ul/cm. Select the saved program as required.

3.5.4 Cleaning
Lift the dispensing module to the top. Enter the "Manual" interface, and then click
"Cleaning" to clean the pipe and ensure that the pipe is filled with ultra-pure water
(buffer).

2.6.2 Charging
Set the filling volume to 200ul and click to select the desired pump. Click on the
charging button and add 200ul ultra pure water (buffer) to the pump line. Set the
discharging volume to 100ul, click to select the required pump, click the discharging
button to discharge ultra-pure water (buffer) from the pump pipe, and make sure the
water level at the tip of the pen is consistent.

3.5.6 Reverse air suck-down
Set the suck-down volume to 9ul. Click to select pump and then click Suck-down
button to suck 9ul air from the pencil (the air used to separate the water from the
solution should not be too much, otherwise it will lead to narrow front and back of
the dispensing).
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3.5.7 Suck-down of sample solution
Click on the 1# pump, modify the suction capacity of 65ul, insert the dispensing pen
into the small test tube with T line solution, and click Suck-down. With suck-down of
65ul sample solution from pump, input the discharging amount of 9ul, click
discharging. Follow the same steps, click on the 3# pump, insert the pencil into the
small test tube with C line solution, and click suck-down. Pour 65ul sample solution
and input, click discharging, discharge 9ul. When the suck-down is finished, click
"Back" to return to the "Dispensing" screen.

(Note: the tip of the pen should not be completely against the bottom of the test
tube when the sample suck-down, otherwise bubbles are likely to form in the tube.)

3.5.8 Calibration of effluent position
Click "Simulation Run" in the interface of "Dispensing", and the position of the tip of
the pencil is the position of the water during the dispensing. Ensure that there is
enough length of the dispensing on the right side of the outlet to ensure the quality
of the dispensing.

3.5.9 Fixed
Put the large plate with NC membrane on the platform according to the set value and
press it with hard magnetic strip (the front end of the large plate is aligned with or
move forward about 1MM of the water level ).

3.5.10 Dispense
After the position is confirmed (if there is any deviation, fine-tune the value of Y and
Z axis in the program), click "Start" to dispense, and change the second board to
dispense again after the dispense. Complete the dispensing.

3.5.11 Shutdown
After dispensing, click Manual to enter the interface, and click Cleaning to clean.
After cleaning, wipe the liquid off the tip of the pen. Turn off the switch, turn off the
instrument. If not used for a long time, please unplug the power supply.
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Chapter 4 Maintenance

This chapter mainly includes regular cleaning, maintenance, maintenance, routine
breakdown maintenance and other operations of equipment.

The syringe is designed to accurately measure liquids, but is not intended for food or
medical use. In order to improve the life and effectiveness of the syringe, it is
recommended to follow the following steps.

4.1 General cleaning

General cleaning is carried out before and after the use of the equipment. Rinse with
purified water 3 times.

4.2 Thorough cleaning

Thorough cleaning is usually at least once a month, and also requires a thorough
cleaning when changing products.

Thorough cleaning requires the following steps:
A. 75% cleaning: 1) Fill the pipe with 75% alcohol first; 2) Leave the solution in the
syringe for 30 minutes; 3) Rinse 10 times with distilled water or deionized water.

B. Acid/alkali cleaning: 1) Fill the pipe with 0.1N sodium hydroxide solution and leave
for 10 minutes; 2) Rinse 10 times with water; 3) Inject 0.1N hydrochloric acid solution,
fill the pipe, and leave for 10 minutes; 4) Rinse 10 times with water.

Syringe sealing devices should be replaced periodically to ensure ideal service results,
depending on the appropriate level of use, cleaning process, syringe size and
maintenance.

4.3 Fault analysis and treatment

The following contents will help you determine if the device is in a
malfunctioning state and what solutions you can try. For the listed solutions are
invalid or not listed, and you think it should belong to the fault, please consult our
contact information, and timely contact us, we will provide you with the best
technical support and after-sales service.

Troubleshooting
The fault
phenomenon

Reason The solution

There are
beads of liquid

1． There is air in the pump and
pipe

1． Air removal,
2． Cut the tip of the pen short
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on the tip of
the pen after
dispensing

2． The dispensing tip is too
long or blocked

or clear the block

A painting
marks

1. The pen was pressed too low
2. The pen is rough and sharp

1. Raise the pen
2. Round the tip of the pen with

fine sandpaper
Leakage at
junction of
dispensing
head

1. The dispensing head
connection is not tight

2. Dispensing head blockage

1. Use fine sandpaper to grind
down the connection of the
dispensing head, round it and
reconnect

Fatal pump
failure

1. Pipeline jam

2. Injection pump is broken

1. Clean the pipeline (shut down
and remove the syringe tube,
and there will be no more
trouble after boot)

2. Replace the syringe pump
(shut down and remove the
syringe tube, and the machine
still fails)

The boot
pressure
regulating

valve leaks air

1. The pressure regulating
valve leaks air

1. Before starting, turn off the
air valve first, and then open
the air valve when the air
pressure of the pump rises to
a certain degree
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Equipment No. : LFD00062

WARRANTY TERM

1. According to the instruction manual and matters needing attention on the
equipment for normal use of the fault and according to the People's Republic of
China publication "partial commodity repair, replacement, return of
responsibility" provisions, the company to your purchase products will continue
within one year free maintenance, life responsible for maintenance.

2. During the free warranty period, if one of the following circumstances occurs, it
shall be charged for maintenance, please understand.

（1） This warranty and invoice cannot be provided.
（2） The type or equipment number recorded on the warranty is inconsistent with

or altered with the equipment to be repaired.
（3） Damage caused by wrong or negligent use of inappropriate parts.
（4） Failure or damage caused by repair or modification not approved by the

company.
（5） Failure or damage caused by self-transportation, moving or falling after

purchase.
（6） Failure and damage caused by force majeure such as natural disasters and

abnormal voltage.
（7） Failure to return the original packing box used for maintenance equipment,

causing damage due to transportation.

3. This guarantee is only valid within the territory of the mainland of the People's
Republic of China (excluding Hong Kong, Macao and Taiwan).

[May I have your attention]
1、 When purchasing, please confirm whether the model and equipment number

are consistent with this equipment.

2、 This book will not be reissued. Please take good care of it in case it is lost.
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